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Definitions
Balance. Balance refers to a state in which the body is positioned so that the center of
mass (COM) is within the areas of the body in contact with the ground (base of
support) [1].
Balance Recovery. Balance recovery, also known as reactive balance, is an action of the
body that aims to restore upright stance following a perturbation by re-stabilizing the
COM.
Base of Support (BOS). The body’s base of support refers to the areas of the body,
generally the feet, which are in contact with the ground. The arms can also be
included in the base of support when applying forces to external surfaces or
handrails.
Center of Mass (COM). Center of mass is a point representing the average location
and total mass of the entire body, derived from the location and mass of each
individual body segment.
Middle-Aged Adults. Middle-aged adults are between the ages of 40 and 64 years old.
Older Adults. Older adults are 65 years old and above.
Perturbation. A perturbation is an internally or externally generated force on the body
that threatens balance by destabilizing the COM.
Postural Control. Postural control is the process of controlling the COM over the BOS.
Young Adults. Young adults are between the ages of 18-39 years old.
viii
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Abstract
Introduction: Balance recovery/reactive balance prevents falls by restabilizing the center
of mass (COM) when instability occurs. Dim lighting is a risk factor for falling, although
limited research has examined how lighting conditions affect the ability to recover from
losses of balance. The purpose of this thesis was to examine the effect of lighting
conditions on reactive balance mechanisms. Methods: 20 young adults (23.3(4.4) y)
completed forward lean-and-release perturbations in two lighting conditions: 1) Light:
~800 Lux; 2) Dark: 0 Lux. Optical motion capture and surface electromyography were
used to quantify stepping/angular kinematics, COM control, and the timing, activation,
and coordination of lower-limb neuromuscular responses. Differences between lighting
conditions were analyzed with paired sample t-tests (alpha=0.05). Results: In darkness,
individuals showed modified stepping (increased step length, knee flexion/extension
velocity, and hip flexion velocity (p<0.05)), decreased COM control (increased trunk
extension velocity and decreased postural stability (p<0.05)), and changes to
neuromuscular responses (increased tibialis anterior activation and thigh coordination
(p<0.05)). Individuals showed no differences in response timing or recovery ability.
Discussion: Balance recovery in dark environments can result in modified stepping
responses and decreased COM control, which could prevent successful balance recovery
in real-world environments and populations. Evidence-based lighting standards could
minimize fall risk in built environments and public spaces.

x

1 Overview
Adults reported an estimated 80 million falls in the United States in 2016, resulting
in 3.2 million injuries, and making falls the leading cause of unintentional injuries [2].
Fall-related injuries are most commonly fractures and abrasions, but can also include
lacerations, sprains, and internal injuries which result in substantial costs of treatment,
hospitalizations, operative procedures, and fatalities [3]. Additionally, the percentage of
fall-related injuries, hospital admissions, and deaths in the elderly have been increasing
yearly since 2010 [4]. Balance research is critical to understand how the body reacts to
instability, identify risk factors and environmental concerns that increase fall incidence,
and ideally improve balance in individuals who are at a high risk for falls and associated
injuries.
The human body is prone to falls due to its inherent instability [5]. Most of the
body’s weight is carried high off the ground towards the head, which must be stabilized
over a narrow base of ground contact while maneuvering an unpredictable environment
[5]. Postural control involves maintaining this body weight in a stable position (postural
stability) based on the awareness of body position in space (postural orientation) [6].
Maintaining stability requires a combination of anticipatory feedback, in order to predict
instances of instability, and reactive feedback, to respond to instability when it occurs [7].
Gravity, losses of balance, and other perturbing forces constantly challenge postural
control by threatening to move the body weight away from a stable position. In order to
prevent falls, the postural control system must be able to anticipate these instances of
instability, rapidly detect postural deviations, and respond with corrective motor
responses before body weight has moved outside of a recoverable range. Perturbing
1

forces can be generated internally (e.g., limb movement and other changes in body
position) or externally (e.g., a push on the body) and vary in timing, magnitude, and
direction, making instances of instability temporally and characteristically unpredictable.
When preemptive or reactive control is inhibited by a lack of time or insufficient motor
response, falls can occur with detrimental results.
Dim lighting is a risk factor for falling [8] and is commonly experienced in daily
life (e.g., dark bedroom after turning off lights, dimly lit movie theater, parking lot at
night). Dark environments decrease the availability of visual information, which can
negatively affect postural control and the ability to recover from perturbations [9, 10].
Many falls are reported in areas of dim lighting [11, 12], however limited research has
examined how decreased lighting affects balance control mechanisms, particularly how
the body recovers from losses of balance. This thesis examined the effects of decreased
ambient lighting on balance recovery mechanisms when responding to large
perturbations. It is crucial to examine how dark environments affect the ability to prevent
falls in order to understand why falls occur in dark environments and how they could be
reduced.

2

2 Literature Review
The purpose of this thesis was to explore how lighting conditions affect balance
recovery ability and mechanisms. This literature review will summarize the basic
principles of balance control (Section 2.1: General Models of Balance Control, 2.2:
Sensorimotor Control of Balance, 2.3: Strategies for Balance Control) and analyze how
different factors can affect the effectiveness of balance recovery (2.4: Factors affecting
Balance Recovery and Fall Risk, 2.5: Aging and Balance Control). I then summarize
what is known about balance recovery in conditions where vision is removed (2.6 Visual
Contributions to Balance Control) and how these findings could apply to balance
recovery in dark environments (2.7 Environmental Lighting and Balance Control, 2.8
Remaining Questions from the Literature).

2.1 General Models of Balance Control
The body is naturally unstable due to carrying two-thirds of body weight in the top
third of body height and requires a constant control system to maintain stability [5].
Postural control is responsible for controlling body orientation (the position of body
segments relative to each other and the environment) [13] and stability (the location of
the center of mass (COM) relative to the base of support (BOS)) [6]. The COM is a single
point that represents the weighted location and mass of all body segments [5] and must be
controlled relative to the BOS (the areas of the body in contact with the ground) to
maintain stability. The position of the COM is believed to be the key variable controlled
during postural control [14], however ideal body orientation and COM position change
relative to the required task [13]. While standing, the COM must be controlled relative to

3

the limits of stability defined by the BOS to maintain an upright stance, based on sensory
information regarding body position and postural deviations.

2.2 Sensorimotor Control of Balance
Dark environments could affect the ability to control the COM and maintain
upright stance by altering sensory information. In order to maintain balance, the central
nervous system (CNS) must be aware of how the body is positioned in space and
determine when body position is altered due to instability. The postural control system
integrates and organizes sensory information from the visual, vestibular, and
somatosensory systems to track body position and sense linear and rotational movement
[5]. These senses are responsible for perceiving self-motion and detecting deviations
from upright stance [15]. When postural destabilization begins, the vestibular system
signals changes in head and eye position relative to gravity, the visual system provides a
reference to the external world, and the somatosensory system senses joint and muscle
movement [6, 16]. These feedback inputs allow the CNS to plan and implement an
appropriate corrective muscular response based on the perturbation characteristics [16].
Sensory inputs from all three systems are not guaranteed to be available or
accurate. For example, visual information is not as available in darkness, and
somatosensory information is not as accurate when standing on an uneven or soft surface.
Likewise, individuals may have physical or neurological impairment (e.g., vestibular
disorders, blindness, peripheral neuropathy, etc.) that limit or affect the accuracy of
sensory inputs. In these instances, the postural control system must adapt to consistently
maintain stability [17]. Many researchers agree that humans rely on an optimal
4

combination of sensory inputs from these three systems in different scenarios [18]. The
most accurate and readily available senses contribute the most to sensorimotor integration
and the senses which are missing information or are less accurate, contribute less [19].
The process wherein the CNS ‘weights’ the input from each sensory system is
referred to as sensory weighting, or if the CNS is re-assigning weights, sensory
reweighting [20]. Sensory reweighting allows individuals to maintain balance in a variety
of situations by modifying the contribution of different senses for postural control. For
example, individuals with vestibular disorders can rely on visual and somatosensory
information to maintain postural equilibrium because their vestibular information is
unreliable [21]. Peterka (2002) found healthy adults to rely 70% on somatosensory
information, 20% on vestibular information, and 10% on visual information during
standing balance with no challenges to sensory inputs [17]. The weighted contribution of
each sensory system may depend on the processing speed of the system. Somatosensory
processing (e.g., detecting a change in support surface contact) occurs much faster than
visual and vestibular processing. Muscle response latencies to somatosensory indicators
of postural instability are 80-100 ms, but 200 ms when responding to visual indicators
[22]. Rapid muscular responses to instability are key when preventing a fall, therefore the
initial response following instability may rely mainly on somatosensory information.
However, visual information may contribute more to balance later in the response [6].

2.3 Strategies for Balance Control
Balance control can be divided into two categories based on the temporal
relationship between the perturbation and the motor response: 1) Anticipatory Balance
5

and 2) Reactive Balance. Anticipatory balance involves maintaining stability in
anticipation of an external perturbation by making small, feedforward adjustments in the
body to keep the COM within the limits of stability preceding any instability [5]. My
thesis was primarily focused on reactive balance, therefore anticipatory balance will not
be discussed further. For more information on anticipatory balance control please refer to
reviews by Winter (1995) [5] and Massion (1992) [23].
The purpose of this thesis was to examine if dark environments affect the ability to
recover from losses of balance or the mechanics involved during reactive balance.
Reactive balance (or balance recovery) involves regaining stability in response to a
destabilizing perturbation. While anticipatory balance is important in maintaining posture
during daily instabilities (e.g., gait, sit-to-stand, or climbing stairs), reactive balance is
necessary to prevent falls when individuals encounter unpredictable perturbations that
cannot be anticipated, such as a push, trip, or slip. When a perturbation forces the COM
outside the limits of stability, reactive balance is responsible for producing a rapid motor
response which returns the COM to a stable position in order to prevent a fall [24]. The
COM can be re-stabilized by expanding the BOS to accommodate a larger range of
stability for the COM or producing joint torques which move the COM closer to the
existing BOS [25]. These strategies can utilize both the arms (e.g., rapid arm movement
to counteract COM movement, grabbing a hand railing) and the trunk and legs (e.g.,
contracting leg and hip musculature, stepping away from the existing BOS). The motor
responses of reactive balance can be classified as ankle, hip, step, and reach-to-grasp
strategies.
6

Reactive movements are fundamentally different from volitional movements in
their timing. Following a perturbation, the planning and execution of postural muscle
activation must occur very rapidly to regain control of the COM before a fall occurs [24].
Reactive movements typically occur twice as fast as the most rapid volitional movements
(~100 ms reduction in activation latency), even given the complexity of the response
[26]. This muscular response must account for perturbation characteristics (e.g., speed,
direction) and environmental layout (e.g., handrail location, barriers to stepping) without
any pre-planning when the perturbation is unexpected [6]. These motor responses can be
categorized into two main types: 1) Fixed-Support Strategies (ankle, hip) and 2) Changein-Support Strategies (step, reach-to-grasp) (Figure 2.1) [24, 27].

2.3.1 Fixed-Support Strategies: Fixed-support strategies stabilize the COM
by producing muscle torques at the ankle (ankle strategy) or hip (hip strategy) to move
the COM closer to the upright position while keeping the BOS unchanged [24]. Using the
ankle strategy, an individual produces muscle activity that moves the body primarily at
the ankle joint, either plantarflexing to move the COM posteriorly or dorsiflexing to
move the COM anteriorly, depending on the direction of the perturbation. For example,
following a perturbation that causes the COM to move anteriorly, an individual would
plantarflex to counteract this momentum and move the COM in the opposite direction.
Similarly, an individual can use the hip strategy to either flex or extend the hip to
move the COM anteriorly or posteriorly. The hip strategy is capable of producing larger
stabilizing torques than the ankle strategy due to larger cross-sectional areas in the hip
musculature and longer moment arms than the ankle. Therefore, the hip strategy can
7

correct for stronger perturbations than the ankle strategy [28]. However, it is common for
individuals to employ strategies that lie on a continuum between ankle and hip strategies,
rather than distinctly utilizing one or the other [6]. The arms can also play a role in COM
stabilization, even without contacting an external surface. Following a perturbation,
muscles in the arms activate after a very short onset latency [29], producing rapid
counteractive movements that can decrease the forward momentum of the body [30, 31]
and reduce recovery time [32].

Figure 2.1 Balance recovery using fixed-support and change-in-support strategies
(developed from Komisar et al. (2019) [27]).

2.3.2 Change-in-Support Strategies: Change-in-support strategies are
necessary to recover balance when a perturbation rapidly moves the COM beyond the
limits of stability. Instead of pivoting at the ankle or hip joint to counteract COM
movement, the size or shape of the BOS must be changed by moving a limb (arm or leg)
to a different place of contact with the external environment to accommodate for the
COM trajectory. This change in the dimensions of the BOS allows the COM to move
farther away from the vertical position while still maintaining stability [24]. Change-insupport strategies can involve both compensatory stepping and grasping responses. Using
8

the lower body, the BOS can be expanded by taking a compensatory step in the same
direction that the COM is rapidly moving towards, in order to decelerate the COM [33].
In cases where a handrail or support surface is nearby, the upper limbs can act as moment
arms by applying tactile feedback or forces to these surfaces which helps to decelerate the
COM and provide stability [34].

2.4 Factors Affecting Postural Control and Fall Risk
Postural control is not based in a single neural system but is rather a complex
integration of musculoskeletal (e.g., joint range of motion, muscle strength,
biomechanical relationships of segments) and neurological (e.g., individual sensory
systems, sensory organization, cognitive resources and strategies) components that affect
balance ability and fall risk. Therefore, it is impossible to attribute falls to a single target
factor [6]. Factors that can contribute to postural control (Figure 2.2) include
biomechanical constraints (i.e., size of the BOS), movement strategies (i.e., reactive and
anticipatory reactions), sensory strategies (i.e., sensory integration and reweighting),
orientation in space (i.e., body position relative to gravity), control of dynamics (i.e.,
control of COM while changing postures), and cognitive processing (i.e., secondary
cognitive tasks) [35]. If any of these components are impaired, postural stability
decreases and fall risk increases.

9

Figure 2.2 Factors contributing to postural control and fall risk (modified from Horak
(2006) [35]).

2.4.1 Investigating Fall Risk through Balance Recovery: Examining
the effects of lighting on reactive balance can indicate how dark environments affect fall
risk. Reactive balance can help indicate fall risk by providing a measure of stability and
testing how effectively individuals can respond to instability [36]. Controlling the COM
with respect to the BOS is crucial when preventing a fall. However, there is some
evidence that COM control during standing balance is not a good indicator of balance
recovery ability and fall risk [37]. On the other hand, many researchers have found
certain measures during balance recovery to distinguish fallers from non-fallers and
characterize those who can recover from a perturbation successfully from those who
cannot. Generally, individuals who require fewer steps to recover their balance following
a perturbation are more stable than individuals who take multiple steps. As stability
decreases, particularly with age, multi-step responses are more often implemented [38]
and necessary in response to smaller perturbations [39, 40].
10

Given the need for a rapid motor response to prevent a fall following a
perturbation, movement initiation and onset latencies of the involved musculature can
also be indicative of fall risk. Following an induced laboratory slip, Sawers et al. (2017)
found individuals who were not able to recover had longer onset latencies in knee flexors
and extensors [41]. Delayed arm reactions can also increase the risk of falls and fall
injury by inhibiting the ability to grasp handrails fast enough to protect the body from
ground impact [42].
The effectiveness of balance recovery in preventing a fall has been attributed to
many factors, involving both intrinsic and extrinsic factors [43]. These can be classified
into three types of factors: 1) Individual (e.g., age, comorbidities), 2) Task (e.g., dual
tasking, holding an object), and 3) Environmental (e.g., stair location, contact surface)
[27] (Figure 2.3). This literature review was primarily focused on the influence of vision
on balance control and balance recovery.

11

Figure 2.3 Individual, environmental, and task factors that influence balance recovery
ability (developed from Komisar et al. (2019) [27]).

2.5 Visual Contributions to Balance Control
2.5.1 Vision and Anticipatory Balance: Dark environments could affect
balance recovery because they limit the availability of visual information. Vision is
responsible for providing the balance control system with information about the external
environment, and standing balance is affected when vision is challenged. During
anticipatory balance, the visual system, particularly peripheral vision [44], senses
changes in body orientation and can determine when the body is swaying and deviating
from a stable posture by detecting changes in head and eye position [45]. Research
generally suggests that when visual input is reduced or disoriented, postural sway
increases, indicating that vision plays an important role in postural stabilization.
12

When both young and old adults remove visual cues by closing their eyes, postural
sway increases while standing [46] and sitting [47] due to reduced control over the COM.
These results seem to indicate that when vision is removed, sensory reweighting to the
somatosensory and vestibular systems cannot completely account for the loss of visual
feedback, and postural stability is reduced. However, it appears that when vision is
removed, providing additional sensory information to the somatosensory system can
prevent this decrease in stability. Riley et al. (1997) found that when individuals stood
with their index finger resting gently on a stable surface with their eyes closed, stability
was equivalent to that with their eyes open [48]. Vennila and Aruin (2011) similarly
found that individuals who held onto a walker while recovering from a perturbation with
their eyes closed had comparable stability to individuals with their eyes open [49].
Older adults appear to be more affected than young adults when sensory
information is impaired. Woollacott et al. (1986) found that young and older adults
demonstrated similar amounts of body sway when only one sensory system (visual,
vestibular, or somatosensory) was removed during a standing balance task. However,
older adults experienced more body sway than younger adults when two sensory systems
were removed [50]. Similarly, when older adults stood on a foam pad that challenged
somatosensory input, sway was comparable to young adults, but body sway was much
larger than young adults when their eyes were additionally closed [51]. However, these
findings only examine postural control when visual cues are removed by closing the eyes
or wearing a blindfold and do not examine alterations in visual information such as in
dark environments.
13

2.5.2 Vision and Gait: Many researchers have also examined the effect of
reduced visual input on gait. While challenging the somatosensory, vestibular, or visual
system, Chien et al. (2014) found that body sway during gait increased the most when
visual input was removed, suggesting that vision is the primary sensory system providing
postural feedback during gait [15]. Perry et al. (2001) found that when vision was
covered using goggles, individuals had more variability in COM movements and delayed
slowing of the forward movement of the COM when gait was terminated [52].
Individuals also have been found to walk with altered gait characteristics, including
shorter stride length, limited hip movements, and a flatter foot during heel strike when
vision was removed with a blindfold [53].
Some researchers have directly measured the effects of decreased lighting on gait,
rather than removing visual cues by closing or covering the eyes. The primary outcome
of decreased lighting on gait is a reduction in comfortable walking speed in both young
[54] and older adults [55, 56]. In individuals with gait disorders, decreased lighting also
increases swing time, stride variability, and swing time variability [56]. Figueiro et al.
(2011) found that when lighting was decreased while walking along a pathway,
individuals were more unstable. However, providing a visual outline of the pathway in
darkness increased stability and gait velocity in older adults with a high fall risk,
suggesting that providing visual cues to define the walking environment can improve
stability [55].

2.5.3 Vision and Reactive Balance: During reactive balance, vision is
responsible for referencing body movements to the external world and mapping the
14

environment to locate any support surfaces or obstacles to moving safely [5, 54].
Following a destabilization, the postural control system integrates sensory information
regarding perturbation characteristics in order to implement the appropriate motor
commands for regaining stability in a rapid and multi-segmented response. Research has
shown that when the eyes are closed during support surface translation perturbations,
head and trunk displacements increase [9, 57] and individuals resort to more of a hip
strategy than ankle strategy to regain balance [10]. During relatively slow (0.25-1.25 Hz)
instantaneous and continuous surface translations of 12 cm, having eyes closed resulted
in greater COM displacement and more head and trunk sway compared to with eyes open
[9, 57]. Similar findings were also found during rotational support surface translations (324 cm; 0.08-3.67 Hz), along with increased hip displacement and velocity relative to the
ankle with the eyes closed, indicating more of a hip strategy than an ankle strategy to
regain balance [10].
Decreased visual cues may also affect muscle activation and adaptation to repeated
perturbations. During initial trials of balance perturbations, balance recovery is initially
inappropriate and stiff, with large sway of the COM [58]. However, as more trials are
completed, individuals adapt to muscle contraction patterns which are more effective and
less energetically demanding [59]. Sozzi et al. (2016) examined lower leg muscular
activations in response to sinusoidal platform displacements (10 cm; 0.6 Hz) in
individuals with eyes closed or eyes open. As more trials were completed, activation of
the shank muscles decreased without affecting recovery success, indicating a more
effective and less demanding response. This decrease in muscle activation occurred
regardless of whether the trials were completed with eyes open or eyes closed, however,
15

adaptation occurred twice as rapidly when vision was available. Individuals using visual
information also demonstrated more coordination between body segments, smaller head
displacements, and decreased co-contraction of the shank muscles as trials progressed
[59].
These studies suggest that when closing the eyes and thereby removing the
reference for body position relative to the external environment during reactive balance,
stability and response adaptation are impaired. However, visual removal at the time of
perturbation onset does not always reduce the ability to maneuver around obstacles when
in a familiar environment. Awareness of environmental layout during balance recovery is
crucial to avoid obstacles and uneven surfaces [54] and guide reaching motions to
support surfaces [60], particularly when the response requires a stepping or reaching
action. Many researchers have posed the question of whether this visuospatial
information is accessed ‘online’, meaning processing occurs in real-time at perturbation
onset, or whether a spatial map of the environment is formed and automatically updated
as an individual encounters the environment [25].
The contribution of vision to balance recovery has been examined by temporarily
removing vision either prior to or immediately after perturbation onset. Ghafouri et al.
(2004) examined the role of timing of available visuospatial information on balance
recovery when stepping responses were constrained (i.e., participants were forced to step
in a particular manner to avoid obstacles). When vision was removed immediately after
perturbation onset (i.e., relying on stored visuospatial information) individuals performed
similarly to when vision was not removed. However, individuals with vision removed
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prior to the perturbation (i.e., no stored visuospatial information) displayed delays in
stepping onset (~50 ms) and contacted the barrier almost twice as frequently during
stepping [61]. These results suggest that input latency of visuospatial information is too
slow to effectively assist in mapping the environment during balance recovery, but stored
visuospatial information can be used to guide balance recovery immediately following a
perturbation and does not have to be processed at perturbation initiation.

2.6 Environmental Lighting and Balance Control
Dark environments can be experienced daily (e.g., getting out of bed at night,
navigating through a movie theater, descending a dimly lit staircase), and pose a
consistent threat to stability. Inadequate lighting can limit or distort visual information
which provides the balance control system with a map of the environment and allows
individuals to avoid obstacles, locate handrails, and plan movement routes [54]. Dim
lighting is a risk factor for falling [8], however, there is limited information about how
lighting affects balance mechanisms and the ability to prevent falls.
Addressing decreased lighting as a risk factor is beneficial because it is extrinsic
and easily modifiable. Extrinsic risk factors (e.g., handrail design and environmental
obstacles) can be modified in order to create safer physical environments for daily life
when other intrinsic risk factors (e.g., age, comorbidities) cannot be changed [62]. Built
environments have industry-recommended standards for lighting levels [63-65], however,
ambient lighting conditions are often lower than recommended levels in independent
living facilities [66] and personal homes [67, 68]. Inadequate lighting in personal, public,
and occupational environments could lead to more falls.
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Instances of rapid transition between bright light and darkness could further
increase fall risk. After exposure to bright illumination, the photopigment rhodopsin is
bleached and rod photoreceptors are less sensitive [69]. Rhodopsin can take a few
minutes up to almost an hour to regenerate, during which time rods are desensitized and
visual stimuli are harder to detect [70, 71]. Therefore, fall risk is greater when rapidly
transitioning into a dark environment, such as switching off the lights before ascending
stairs or getting into bed. While this idea has not been examined during balance recovery,
Johnson and Meltzer (2012) found that after laying supine with eyes closed for 45
minutes, sway velocity was larger when standing up after pausing in a seated position for
two seconds rather than for 30 seconds [72]. These results suggest that increasing
adaptation times between different lighting conditions may help increase postural
stability and reduce obstacle collision.
It should also be considered that aging may affect how individuals respond to dark
environments. Older adults are already at a greater risk for falls and fall injury than young
adults [73], but also experience age-related declines in vision including impaired spatial
contrast sensitivity [74], decreased lens transmittance capacity [71], and slower visual
processing speeds [75]. These declines may affect the reliability of visual information
when lighting is decreased. Older adults also experience substantial delays in dark
adaptation [76] due to a delayed rhodopsin regeneration process [70] and a lower density
of rod photoreceptors [77]. This may affect how quickly they regain contrast sensitivity
when transitioning into a dark environment.
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2.7 Remaining Questions from the Literature
Research indicates that when visual input is limited, stability is reduced during both
anticipatory and reactive balance. However, a majority of the previously mentioned
studies removed visual cues by closing or covering the eyes and did not test balance in
actual darkness. Hafström et al. (2002) suggest that postural responses are not the same in
a dark environment as they are with the eyes closed. During a standing balance task,
individuals demonstrate larger initial COM sway with the eyes open in a dark
environment than with the eyes closed in a dark environment, which may be due to
delayed sensory reweighting when visual information is expected with the eyes open
[78]. Additionally, a dark room could still have some sources of light that prevent
complete visual loss and provide more visual information than is available when
blindfolded or with the eyes closed. Rugelj et al. (2014) found that postural sway was
larger in complete darkness than in low illumination, indicating that even low levels of
lighting can help improve balance compared to complete darkness [79]. Therefore,
postural responses in dark environments may not be the same as when the eyes are closed
or covered. The effects of dark environments should be considered given that individuals
are more likely to experience instances of darkness than instances where the eyes are
closed or covered in real-world situations.
Additionally, a majority of previous research has examined the effects of visual cue
removal on fixed-support balance strategies (i.e., feet-in-place strategies). These studies
elicited relatively small perturbations that did not require a change in the BOS to recover
balance. However, most individuals take steps to recover balance following real-world
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slips and trips [33]. It is unknown how dark environments will affect reactive stepping
responses when visual information is not available.
Examining how dark environments affect reactive balance is critical to understand
how individuals are able to prevent falls in different lighting conditions. This is
particularly important because dim lighting can decrease the visibility of tripping hazards
and may increase losses of balance. This thesis examined how balance mechanisms are
different during reactive stepping in a well-lit and dark environment. This research is a
crucial foundational step to understand fall risk and prevention in different conditions of
ambient lighting and will contribute to information about designing, assessing, and
modifying built environments to improve safety.
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3 Research Study Overview
3.1 Purpose
The overall purpose of this research study was to examine the effects of decreased
ambient lighting on reactive balance mechanisms. To reduce falls in dark environments,
it must be understood how decreased lighting affects the ability to recover from losses of
balance and prevent falls. Ultimately, this research provides knowledge about the
importance of lighting conditions when designing, assessing, and modifying
environments to increase safety. It also provides objective information to clinicians to
allow the development of balance training interventions that minimize fall risk.

3.2 Delineation of Papers
I conducted one research study which I present as two papers to answer different
research questions. Paper 1 analyzed the effects of decreased ambient lighting on the
success of balance recovery responses, reactive stepping kinematics, and COM control
following forward losses of balance to examine how body movements and stability are
modified when recovering balance in dark environments. Paper 2 analyzed the activation,
timing, and coordination of lower-limb muscles during the same experimental protocol to
examine how dark environments can affect neuromuscular responses while anticipating,
detecting, and responding to perturbations. The same participants were included in both
papers, with the exception of one participant who could not be included in the analysis of
neuromuscular data (Paper 2).
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3.3 Hypotheses
Overall, I hypothesized that decreased lighting would affect reactive balance
mechanisms and the ability to recover balance. I hypothesized that decreased lighting
would impair the ability to regain balance, as indicated by decreased maximum
recoverable perturbation magnitude (maximum lean angle) and decreased COM control.
Additionally, I hypothesized that decreased lighting would affect reactive stepping
trajectories, resulting in changes to stepping parameters and lower-limb angular
kinematics. With respect to neuromuscular responses, I hypothesized that decreased
lighting would result in an overcompensated and less coordinated lower-limb muscular
response, including greater activation amplitudes and stiffening between muscles, but no
change in response initiation time. Specific outcomes and hypotheses for each paper are
outlined in Table 3.1.
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Table 3.1 Breakdown of Thesis Papers
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4 Paper 1 - The effect of decreased ambient lighting
on reactive stepping kinematics and center of mass
control following forward losses of balance
4.1 Introduction
Falls occur in adults of all ages and result in substantial injuries, hospitalizations,
and healthcare costs [2]. There are many extrinsic risk factors for falls including slippery
surfaces, absence of handrails, and stair dimensions [80]. Dim or poor lighting is another
risk factor for falling [8, 81] and is experienced daily by most individuals in home, work,
and public environments. Although post-fall assessments have found that many falls
occur in dark environments [11, 12], the relationship between dark environments and
balance control has not been as widely researched as other fall risk factors (e.g., age, comorbidities). Specifically, it is unknown how balance control mechanisms are affected by
dark environments.
Postural control requires integration of vestibular, somatosensory, and visual
systems to detect deviations from a stable posture and implement corrective motor
responses [5]. The central nervous system (CNS) ‘weights’ the input from each sensory
system based on the proportional availability of sensory information, and can further
adjust sensory dependence when environmental constraints alter sensory information
[20]. The visual system is responsible for detecting changes in head and eye position
relative to the external environment and mapping the environment to locate obstacles,
handrails, stairs, etc. [45]. Dark environments challenge balance control and may
contribute to falling because less visual information is available.
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To date, most research examining decreased vision has focused on balance during
quiet stance [46, 82, 83]. When visual input is decreased or disoriented, postural sway
generally increases, indicating that vision plays an important role in postural stabilization.
Reactive balance mechanisms used in response to losses of balance differ from voluntary
movements by the speed at which environmental cues regarding destabilization must be
integrated, requiring a more rapid response in order to prevent falls [24, 27, 33]. The few
studies that have investigated reactive balance in instances of decreased vision have
primarily focused on relatively small, cyclic, and instantaneous support surface
translations of short duration that do not require stepping to maintain balance (i.e., feetin-place/fixed-support reactions) [9, 10, 84]. When vision is decreased during these types
of support surface translations, individuals show increased head, trunk, and center of
mass (COM) displacement [9] and shift from an ankle to a hip strategy to regain balance
[10]. However, these response modulations did not always affect overall balance
recovery ability [84]. While the existing literature provides an understanding of the
effects of decreased vision on fixed-support strategies, it is still unknown how decreased
vision will affect responses when reactive stepping is required to accommodate the
movement of the COM [33].
Furthermore, while the role of vision during postural control has been examined via
visual cue removal methods (e.g., blacked out goggles, blindfold, eyes closed), little is
known about the effects of decreased ambient lighting on balance control, and whether
dark environments will have different effects than visual cue removal. Hafström et al.
(2002) suggest that the brain expects to receive visual information when the eyes are
open in a dark environment, and delays reweighting sensory dependence to the vestibular
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and somatosensory systems [78]. Therefore, sensory reweighting and the resulting
reactive balance mechanisms in dark environments where the eyes remain open may
differ from postural control when the eyes are closed or vision is occluded with a
blindfold.
In order to reduce the number of falls experienced due to dim lighting, it is
important to understand how reactive balance control is affected in dark environments.
Research in this area is needed to establish standard levels of light for optimal balance
control in work and public environments. Although current lighting standards exist [63,
64], they are not based on preventing falls or balance control, and lighting levels in
independent living facilities [66] and personal homes [67] are still typically lower than
industry-recommended standards. Understanding how changes in lighting conditions
affect the ability to detect postural instabilities and develop effective balance recovery
responses is essential to further our understanding of sensory reweighting and strategy
development to prevent falls in areas of limited lighting.
Our study examined how decreased lighting affected reactive balance mechanisms
in response to ‘lean-and-release’ perturbations. Specifically, we examined the effects of
complete darkness on maximum lean angle, stepping kinematics (step length, width,
height, velocity, time, and onset time), angular kinematics (relative velocities of the foot
and shank (ankle); shank and thigh (knee), thigh and pelvis (hip); pelvis and thorax
(trunk)), COM kinematics (displacement, velocity, and acceleration), and postural
stability (COM movement relative to the base of support (BOS)) during reactive balance
mechanisms to known lean-and-release perturbations in healthy, young adults. We
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hypothesized that decreased lighting would reduce the ability to successfully regain
balance, resulting in a lower maximum lean angle at which successful balance recovery
was possible and decreased postural stability (decreased XCOM/BOS values). We also
hypothesized that decreased lighting would result in altered stepping and angular
kinematics and increased COM displacements, which may indicate lower levels of
stability at a given lean angle.

4.2 Methods
4.2.1 Participants: 20 young adults between the ages of 18-30 years (mean
(SD); age: 23.3(4.4) y; 10 female, 10 male; mass: 74.7(17.2) kg; height: 1.7(0.1) m) were
recruited to participate in the study. All participants were free of osteoporosis, injuries to
the neck, head, trunk, and lower body, vertebral body compression fractures, traumatic
brain injuries, and vestibular/neurological disorders that might affect balance.
Participants were instructed to wear correctional lenses if they were normally worn
during daily living. Prior to data collection, all participants provided written consent,
confirmation of participant eligibility (Appendix A), and a brief medical history
(Appendix B). This study was approved by the institution’s Institutional Review Board
(1433509-2).

4.2.2 Study Protocol: A custom-built lean-and-release system was used to
induce forward losses of balance (Figure 4.1). Participants wore a fall arrest harness
connected to a free-standing gantry. The harness was attached to a tether which
connected to the wall posterior to the participant, allowing the participant to lean forward
without losing their balance. Participants were asked to lean forward by pivoting at the
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ankle while maintaining a plank-like position in the hips and upper body to prevent any
bending at the hip. The length of the tether was adjusted to change the lean angle of the
participant (measured via goniometer from the lateral malleolus). Participants stood in
this position with the heels 17 cm apart and a 14° angle between the feet [85]. The tether
was then released at a random time interval between 0-30 seconds after the participant
leaned forward in the harness, causing the participant to fall forward. The participant was
instructed to minimize the number of steps taken to recover their balance.

Figure 4.1 (A) Lean-and-Release Fall Arrest System with coordinate system. (B) Image
to interpret (+/-) values in anterior-posterior (A-P) and medial-lateral (M-L) directions.
(+) values in the A-P direction indicate forward movement. (+) values in the M-L
direction indicate movement toward the stepping leg.
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Participants completed 12 practice trials at a 10° lean angle to minimize the
effects of habituation on trials used to test the study hypotheses [86], while consistently
eliciting single step responses [87]. The participants then completed a ramp-up protocol
to maximum single step lean angle [88] in 2 lighting conditions: 1) Light and 2) Dark. In
the Light condition, the testing space was illuminated by standard overhead fluorescent
lights (~800 Lux). In the Dark condition, all lights were turned off (0 Lux). To limit the
effects of dark adaptation, the lights were turned off no more than 30 s before the
perturbation, and the testing space was normally illuminated by overhead lights in
between each trial [69]. In each lighting condition, participants began trials at a 10° lean
angle. The lean angle was subsequently increased by 2° each trial until the participant
failed to recover their balance. A balance failure was classified by taking more than 1
step or taking 1 step forward but letting the back midfoot move from the original
position. When a participant failed to recover their balance at a given angle, the same
angle was repeated. If a participant failed to recover their balance in 3 of 5 attempts, it
was considered their maximum lean angle and that lighting condition was completed. If
the participant could successfully recover their balance in 3 of 5 attempts, the ramp-up
protocol continued until maximum lean angle was reached. Participants were given time
to rest if needed in between each trial. The order of conditions was randomized to limit
the effects of fatigue and learning.

4.2.3 Data Acquisition: Body movements were captured using an 11 camera
Qualisys 3D motion capture system (Qualisys Inc., Sweden). A full-body 74-marker set
was used to define joint locations and segment lengths, and motion trials were completed
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with a 64-marker set to track segment movements. Individual markers were placed on the
head (4), shoulders (4 per side), arms (6-8 per side), legs (4 per side), and feet (6 per
side). Four markers were also placed on the tether at the point of release to determine
tether release time. Segment tracking markers were mounted on rigid clusters (3-4
markers per cluster) and placed on the thorax, pelvis, thighs, and shanks. COM and
movement kinematics were calculated using a 13-segment (head, thorax, upper arms,
forearms, pelvis, thighs, shanks, and feet) kinematic model developed in Visual 3D v.6
(C-Motion Inc., USA).

4.2.4 Data Analysis:
Motion Capture Signal Processing and Event Onset. Marker position data were
low-pass filtered with a fourth-order, zero-lag Butterworth filter (cutoff frequency: 6 Hz)
[89]. Stepping parameters were calculated during the first step of the stepping reaction,
defined as toe-off to subsequent heel-strike of the same foot. Toe-off was defined as the
peak positive velocity of the foot COM in the vertical direction. Heel-strike was defined
by the second peak negative velocity of the foot COM in the vertical direction, or as the
maximum peak negative velocity if only 1 peak was present [90, 91]. All toe-off and
heel-strike events were examined for correctness and manually altered if the events did
not occur at these peak velocities. Tether release time was determined by the initial
acceleration of tether markers (i.e., when acceleration deviated from 0 m/s2). All
outcomes were calculated for the lean angle at which each participant could successfully
recover their balance with 1 step in both Light and Dark conditions (Appendix C). Due to
the design of the ramp-up protocol, participants completed only 1 trial at this lean angle
in each condition.
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Stepping Parameters. Step length was calculated as the anterior-posterior (A-P)
distance between the heel marker of the stepping foot in the forward lean position before
tether release and the heel marker at heel-strike. Step length was normalized as a
percentage of body height. Step height was defined as the highest point of the heel
marker on the stepping foot in the vertical direction between toe-off and heel-strike. Step
width was calculated as the medial-lateral (M-L) distance between the heel marker on the
standing foot in the forward lean position before tether release and the heel marker on the
stepping foot at heel-strike. Step onset time and step time were defined as the times
between tether release and toe-off and between toe-off and heel-strike, respectively. Step
velocity was calculated as the peak velocity of the COM of the stepping foot segment in
the A-P direction between toe-off and heel-strike.
Angular Kinematics. We calculated peak positive and negative joint velocities
between tether-release and heel-strike at the ankle, knee, hip, and trunk rotating about the
x-axis, with respect to the vertical direction (coordinate system indicated in Figure 4.1).
The relative movement of the following segments of the stepping limb were used to
calculate angular velocities: foot and shank (ankle); shank and thigh (knee); thigh and
pelvis (hip); pelvis and thorax (trunk). Positive values represent ankle dorsiflexion, knee
flexion, hip flexion, and trunk flexion.
COM Kinematics. COM location was estimated in Visual 3D as a weighted
average of each body segment’s approximate COM [92]. COM displacement was
calculated by subtracting COM position at heel-strike from COM position at tetherrelease in the A-P and M-L directions. Velocity and acceleration of the COM were
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calculated by taking the first and second derivatives of the COM position, respectively.
Maximum COM velocity and acceleration in the A-P and M-L directions were calculated
between tether release and heel-strike.
Postural Stability. Postural stability was calculated at heel-strike in the A-P and
M-L directions. Postural stability was quantified with the measure XCOM/BOS, which
calculates the weighted sum of the position and velocity of the COM relative to the
position and velocity of the BOS [93, 94]. This measure has previously been used to
assess postural stability during reactive slipping [94, 95] and tripping [96]. The position
and velocity of the COM was subtracted from the position and velocity of the BOS to
obtain PositionCOM/BOS and VelocityCOM/BOS. The position of the BOS was defined by the
anterior or lateral border of the stepping foot, determined by the metatarsal markers [96].
Postural stability (XCOM/BOS) was calculated using Equation 4.1, where ‘g’ is equal to the
gravity constant (9.81 m/s2) and ‘l’ represents leg length (distance between lateral
malleolus marker and estimated head of femur).
Equation 4.1: X!"#/%"& = Position!"#/%"& +

'()*+,-.!"#/%"&
/0/1

Statistical Analysis. Differences in maximum lean angle, stepping parameters, and
angular kinematics were compared between lighting conditions (Light, Dark) using
paired sample t-tests. COM kinematics and XCOM/BOS were also compared between
lighting conditions (Light, Dark) using paired sample t-tests for each direction (A-P,
M-L). The differences in dependent variables between lighting conditions were normally
distributed, meeting the assumptions for paired sample t-tests. Cohen’s D was used to
calculate the effect size of Lighting. Hotilly’s T2 test was also used to analyze the effect
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of lighting on multiple variables at once, including all stepping parameters, angular
kinematics, and measures of COM control (COM displacement, velocity, acceleration,
and postural control). Pearson correlations were used to analyze the relationships between
variables that were significantly affected by lighting, by examining correlations between
changes in each variable from Light to Dark. Statistical analyses were performed using
SPSS v. 26 (IBM Corp, SPSS Statistics, USA). An alpha of 0.05 was used for all tests.

4.3 Results
4.3.1 Maximum Lean Angle: Maximum lean angle ranged from 16° to 44°
(Light:16-44°; Dark: 20-42°) and did not significantly differ between lighting conditions
(p=0.32). Lean angle data can be found in Appendix C.

4.3.2 Stepping Parameters: Multivariate testing including all stepping
parameters originally indicated no effect of lighting (T2(6,33)=0.846, p=0.95). Paired
sample t-tests for each stepping parameter indicated that lighting condition significantly
affected step length (t(19)=-2.26, p=0.04). Step length was longer in Dark (56(2)% of
height) than in Light (53(2)%). Lighting condition did not affect step width (21(4) cm;
p=0.54), height (28(4) cm; p=0.34), velocity (6.22(1.03) m/s; p=0.18), time (190(23) ms;
p=0.19), or onset time (270(34) ms; p=0.35) (Figure 4.2) Paired sample t-test results and
effect size for all variables can be found in Appendix D.
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Figure 4.2 Step length (A), height (B), width (C), velocity (D), time (E), and onset time
(F) in different lighting conditions; Mean±SD. *significant difference (p<0.05) between
lighting conditions.

4.3.3 Angular Kinematics: Multivariate testing including all joints indicated
no overall effect of lighting (T2(8,24)=2.73, p=0.78). However, individual t-tests
indicated that lighting condition significantly affected angular velocity at the knee
(p=0.02), hip (p=0.05), and trunk (p<0.01). Knee flexion and extension had higher peak
velocities in Dark than Light (Flexion: 6% increase; Light: 524(16)°/s; Dark: 558(18)°/s);
Extension: 4% increase; Light: -618(90)°/s; Dark: -645(60)°/s). Peak hip flexion and
trunk extension velocity were also higher in Dark than Light (Hip: 9% increase; Light:
419(23)°/s; Dark: 455(26)°/s; Trunk: 28% increase; Light: -152(87)°/s; Dark:
-195(86)°/s ). Lighting condition did not have a significant effect on ankle dorsiflexion
(87(47)°/s; p=0.43) or plantarflexion (-317(82)°/s; p=0.37) velocity (Figure 4.3).
Individual changes in angular velocities were not significantly correlated with changes in
step length (p>0.05).
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Figure 4.3 (A) Peak +/- angular velocity at the ankle, knee, hip, and trunk; Mean±SD.
*significant difference (p<0.05) between lighting conditions. (B) Angular velocity at the
ankle, knee, hip, and trunk during initial reactive step in representative participant. TR:
tether release; TO: toe-off; HS: heel-strike.
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4.3.4 COM Movement: Multivariate testing including COM displacement,
velocity, and acceleration, and postural stability indicated no overall effect of lighting on
COM control (T2(8,31)=7.13, p=0.19). Individual t-tests indicated that lighting condition
did not have a main effect on COM displacement (A-P: 0.03(0.01) m; M-L: 0.30(0.06)
m), peak velocity (A-P: 0.18(0.04) m/s); M-L: 1.20(0.21) m/s), or peak acceleration (A-P:
1.65(0.41) m/s2; M-L: 5.55(1.27) m/s2) (p>0.05) (Figure 4.4).

Figure 4.4 (A) Peak COM displacement, velocity, and acceleration; Mean±SD.
*significant difference (p<0.05) between lighting conditions. (B) COM position (relative
to initial lean position), velocity, and acceleration during initial reactive step in single
participant (Light Condition). TR: tether release; TO: toe-off; HS: heel-strike.
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4.3.5 Postural Stability: Individual t-tests indicated that lighting affected
XCOM/BOS in the A-P direction (t(19)=2.19, p=0.04) (Figure 4.5). XCOM/BOS was larger in
Light (70(26)% of step length) than in Dark (58(18)% of step length). However, both
values indicate high levels of stability. Lighting condition did not affect M-L postural
stability (31(27)% of step width; p=0.34). Changes in A-P postural stability between
lighting conditions were not significantly correlated with changes in angular velocities or
step length (p>0.05).

Figure 4.5 XCOM/BOS values in lighting conditions presented as a percentage of step
length in anterior-posterior (A-P) direction and step width in medial-lateral (M-L)
direction; Mean±SD. *significant difference (p<0.05) between lighting conditions.

4.4 Discussion
We examined the effects of decreased lighting on reactive balance mechanisms
when responding to lean-and-release perturbations. Our findings suggest that when
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environmental and perturbation characteristics are familiar in an obstacle-free
environment, decreased lighting does not affect overall balance recovery ability.
Individuals were able to utilize vestibular and somatosensory information to detect
instability and initiate appropriate responses in both lighting conditions. However,
individuals did demonstrate a modified stepping response (greater step length and
increased angular velocities) and decreased postural stability in darkness, which may be
an effect of decreased visual information.
Decreased ambient lighting did not affect the ability to initiate a response (step
onset time) or maximum recoverable perturbation magnitude. Individuals reached a
similar maximum lean angle in both lighting conditions (29(7)°), which was slightly
higher than maximum lean angle previously reported for young adults (26(5)°) [88]. Our
findings suggest that individuals can produce a rapid and successful response without
vision by relying on other sensory inputs and prior information to detect and characterize
the perturbation. Reactive balance mechanisms require rapid recognition of perturbations
to plan and initiate appropriate responses that prevent falling [24]. The somatosensory
and vestibular systems provide information regarding the position and acceleration of
body segments and can detect minor changes in body position when a perturbation
occurs. For example, ankle dorsiflexion and forward acceleration of the head can be
detected much faster (80-100 ms latency) than the visual system can sense eye position
relative to the environment (200 ms latency) [5, 22, 97, 98]. Balance-correcting responses
are initiated 100-120 ms after a perturbation, occurring prior to visual indicators of
instability [99]. Therefore, it is possible that initial perturbation detection is based
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primarily on somatosensory and vestibular indicators of instability [98, 99], and is not
affected when vision is decreased in darkness.
Interestingly, the dark environment did affect reactive stepping characteristics. In
darkness, individuals’ reactive steps were greater in length and accompanied by increased
knee flexion/extension and hip flexion velocities. We found a step length of 983(154)
mm in Dark, which is higher than previously reported step length values in young adults
at a similar lean angle in lit conditions (924(130) mm) [88]. Peak hip velocity in Dark
(455(26)°/s) was higher than reported values for hip flexion in normal lighting conditions
(~400°/s), although our observed values for knee flexion in both lighting conditions
(Light: 524(16)°/s; Dark: 558(18)°/s) were lower than reported values in normal light
(~650°/s) [100]; this may have been due to the distribution of lean angles in this study.
We calculated angular velocities at lean angles of 14-40°, which could result in a
different average knee velocity than a sample mean measured only at 25°. While these
increases in step length and angular velocities were not in response to an increase in
COM velocity. This may have been a result of a protective response causing
overcompensation in the stepping strategy to successfully regain stability. This suggests
that vision may play an important role in guiding limb trajectories. Our findings align
with previous research examining voluntary stepping trajectories during walking in the
absence of visual cues [101, 102]. In studies where vision was removed while stepping
over an obstacle, individuals varied their foot placement prior to stepping over the
obstacle and increased foot clearance, even when the location of the obstacle was known
and the response could be pre-planned [101, 102]. Therefore, although overall response
ability was not affected, visual information does appear to play an important role in
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guiding limb movement in real-time, resulting in more conservative reactive stepping
strategies when vision is removed.
These changes to reactive stepping that we identified were accompanied by a 12%
decrease in A-P postural stability and increased trunk extension velocity in darkness.
Trunk extension occurred after tether release until individuals were able to initiate a
stepping response and return to a neutral or flexed trunk position. Increased trunk
extension velocity may indicate that individuals had less control over the forward
momentum of the pelvis after the tether was released, causing the trunk to extend more
rapidly. Decreased control over the forward acceleration of the body immediately after
tether release may have contributed to lower postural stability when the step was
completed. Although postural stability was still relatively high in both lighting conditions
and our sample of young individuals were able to regain control of the COM in darkness
in a single step, this may not be possible in older or clinical populations who may have
decreased stability.
Our findings provide a valuable first step in our understanding of the influence of
decreased ambient lighting conditions on reactive stepping ability. We found that even
under the most ideal conditions for balance recovery (known perturbation, obstacle-free
environment), young adults free of impairments that would affect balance had modified
stepping responses and decreased COM control when online visual information was not
accessible in dark environments. Our findings suggest that dark environments can affect
balance recovery in all populations and environments and should always be considered
when trying to reduce slips, trips, and falls. Home, public, and occupational environments
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with dim lighting could lead to more falls, especially when additional tripping hazards
and constraints to reactive balance mechanisms are present (e.g., stairs, room clutter,
curbs). Current lighting standards are not based on the amount of light required for
balance control, which should be considered in future research to determine optimal
levels of light in built environments. Providing adequate lighting could produce safer
environments for all populations by minimizing tripping hazards and improving balance
control.
While this study provides important foundational information regarding the
influence of lighting conditions on reactive stepping ability, it is important to note some
limitations. Firstly, perturbations we elicited were not novel or unexpected, therefore
differing from losses of balance experienced in real-world settings. Most losses of
balance outside the laboratory setting do not allow for any preparation or pre-planning of
the response. Participants in this study were familiar with how to respond to the
perturbation due to multiple practice trials, which may have affected how they responded
when visual information was decreased. Future research regarding reactive balance in
dark environments should include perturbations that vary in timing, direction, and
magnitude in order to make the response less predictable. Additionally, we elicited
perturbations in a clear and unrestricted environment. Environments with obstacles,
uneven surfaces, stairs, etc., present more tripping hazards and limit the locations of limb
placement during balance recovery (e.g., grasping a handrail, stepping onto a stair).
Future research is needed to understand how decreased visual information affects balance
recovery when environmental constraints are present and limit the use of a single step
response to regain balance. It should also be considered that our sample was young and
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did not have any neurological/physical impairments that affected balance. Dark
environments may have larger ramifications for balance in populations with impaired
sensory function or reactive balance ability (e.g., older adults, individuals with peripheral
neuropathy). Lighting conditions should be considered as a factor during balance
recovery in future research, especially when combined with other factors that affect
reactive balance (e.g., dual tasking, co-morbidities) [27].
In summary, our findings suggest that decreased ambient lighting does not affect
the success of reactive balance responses in healthy, young adults when in a familiar,
obstacle-free environment. However, darkness can modify stepping trajectories due to a
lack of online visual information and decrease COM control, and could affect balance
recovery success when environmental challenges are present (e.g., obstacles, stairs,
curbs) or individuals have balance impairments. This study shows the importance of
online visual information to guide reactive limb movements, even when pre-planning of
the response is possible. Our results provide valuable foundational insights into the use of
sensory information during reactive balance control when visual cues are compromised
due to decreased lighting. This information can help guide future research on
understanding postural control and underlying mechanisms of increased falls in areas of
decreased ambient lighting, with the ultimate goal of reducing falls.
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5 Paper 2 - The effect of decreased ambient lighting
on neuromuscular responses while anticipating and
responding to forward losses of balance
5.1 Introduction
Falls are responsible for ~10 million annual injuries in the United States [2]. The
balance control system is able to prevent falls by anticipating and reacting to instances of
instability [33]. One risk factor for falling is dim lighting [8]. Sensory cues from the
visual, vestibular, and somatosensory systems rapidly alert the central nervous system
(CNS) when instability is occurring and help plan an appropriate postural response to
prevent falling [5]. However, sensory information is not always available due to
environmental constraints [35]. Dark environments decrease the availability of visual
information, and falls are often reported in areas of dim lighting [11, 12]. Although dim
lighting is a risk factor for falling [8], limited research has examined how dark
environments mechanistically affect balance control and the ability to prevent a fall when
a loss of balance occurs.
Reactive balance mechanisms (or balance recovery) involve the rapid
implementation of a motor response that attempts to regain control of balance following a
destabilizing perturbation (e.g., a slip or trip) [24]. These responses utilize the trunk and
limbs to either generate torques that stabilize the center of mass (COM) within the base
of support (BOS) (e.g., rapid arm movements, contracting leg and hip musculature) or
change the size/shape of the BOS to accommodate the movement of the COM (e.g.,
grabbing a handrail, taking a step away from the supporting leg) [27, 33].
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Following perturbation detection, the CNS must quickly integrate sensory
information regarding perturbation characteristics (e.g., size, direction) and implement a
corrective motor response before the COM has moved outside of a recoverable range
(latencies as short as 50-110 ms) [103, 104]. Reactive balance mechanisms do not allow
time for anticipatory postural adjustments before implementation [86, 105], requiring
very rapid and complex muscular coordination. The timing and amplitude of
neuromuscular responses must also be adapted to meet environmental and task-related
constraints [106].
When information from one sensory system is not available, the CNS can rely more
on sensory inputs from the available systems to maintain balance [17]. However,
previous research indicates that decreased visual information can affect neuromuscular
responses during reactive balance [59, 107]. When visual cues are removed (from
wearing a blindfold or closing the eyes), individuals respond to small, translational and
tilting platform perturbations with decreased lower limb muscle activation amplitudes,
greater co-activation of the shank muscles, and slower muscular adaptation over repeated
trials [59, 107]. However, these studies examined the effect of decreased visual
information when a change in the BOS was not required to recover balance (i.e., fixedsupport strategies). Real-world losses of balance often require a larger response involving
stepping or grasping to increase the BOS, thereby accommodating the COM (i.e., changein-support strategies) [33].
Visual information may be more important during change-in-support balance
strategies compared to fixed-support strategies due to the role of online visual
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information when guiding limb trajectories. When online visual information is removed
during gait [101, 102] and balance recovery from large perturbations (refer to Paper 1),
step location and trajectory are modified even when the response can be pre-planned,
resulting in a protective and overcompensated response. Although these findings provide
insight into how body movements are altered without visual information, it is unknown
how decreased online visual input will affect neuromuscular response characteristics and
coordination patterns during reactive stepping.
Existing research suggests that postural responses in the dark may be different
than when the eyes are closed due to delayed sensory reweighting when the eyes are
open but no visual information is received [78]. During daily life, losses of balance are
more likely to occur in a dark environment than a situation where the eyes are closed or
covered. Therefore, it is important to understand how reactive balance mechanisms to
large perturbations are modified in these situations. Identifying the effects of darkness
on the timing, coordination, and activation amplitude of postural muscles can provide
insight into why people fall in dark environments, and contribute to the safe design,
assessment, and modification of built environments to reduce fall risk.
Our research examined how dark environments affect lower limb muscle
activations in young adults performing reactive stepping responses to lean-and-release
perturbations. Specifically, we examined the effects of the complete absence of ambient
lighting on the timing (muscle onset latencies), amplitude (mean and maximum
activations), and coordination (co-contraction indices (CCI), cross-correlation
coefficients) of lower limb muscular responses in anticipation and response to these
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perturbations. We hypothesized that individuals would not show any delay in postural
responses (muscle onset latencies) due to the long latency of the visual system (200 ms)
[97, 104]. We also hypothesized that individuals would show overcompensated
muscular responses in darkness as indicated by increased stiffening/co-contraction of
lower limb muscles prior to the perturbation (CCI) and greater, less coordinated muscle
activation amplitudes during reactive stepping.

5.2 Methods
5.2.1 Participants: This paper was a secondary analysis of the same participants
included in Paper 1 (refer to section 4.2.1), with the exception of one participant. One
participant was excluded due to an error synchronizing the surface electromyography and
motion capture systems. In total, 19 young adults (18-30 y) without muscular or
neurological impairments that would affect balance were included to analyze Paper 2
outcomes (mean (SD); age: 23.4(4.5) y; 9 female, 10 male; mass: 75.4(17.4) kg; height:
1.8(0.1) m).

5.2.2 Study Protocol: The study protocol is detailed in Paper 1; please refer to
section 4.2.2.

5.2.3 Data Acquisition: Bilateral muscle activations were recorded from the
tibialis anterior (TA), medial gastrocnemius (MG), rectus femoris (RF), and biceps
femoris (BF) using a Delsys or Noraxon 8-channel wireless surface electromyography
(EMG) system (Delsys Inc., USA; Noraxon Inc., USA). Due to equipment malfunction of
the Delsys system (sampling frequency: 2000 Hz), EMG data were collected from 6
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participants using the Noraxon system (sampling frequency: 1500 Hz). All statistical
comparisons of EMG data were made within participants; each participant used the same
system for all of their trials. Electrode placement sites [108] were prepared with skin
preparation gel and cleaned with isopropyl alcohol prior to electrode adhesion.
Full-body kinematics were captured using an 11 camera Qualisys 3D motion
capture system (Qualisys Inc., Sweden) (sampling frequency: 100 Hz). A description of
kinematic data acquisition can be found in Paper 1 (Section 4.2.3). EMG data were
synced into the Qualisys software using a 5V pulse.

5.2.4 Data Analysis: For the purpose of this study, kinematic data were only
used to determine tether release time, toe-off time, and heel-strike time. For a description
of how these events were determined, please refer to Paper 1 (Section 4.2.4).
EMG data were demeaned and filtered with a fourth order, zero-lag, bandpass
Butterworth filter between 20-450 Hz, full-wave rectified and filtered again with a fourth
order, zero-lag, low pass Butterworth filter (cutoff frequency: 10 Hz) [109]. EMG
analyses were performed in MATLAB (The Mathworks Inc., USA) using custom scripts.
All EMG outcomes were calculated at each participant’s maximum lean angle where
balance could successfully be recovered by taking one step in both Light and Dark
(Appendix C). Due to the design of the ramp-up protocol, participants completed only 1
trial in each condition.
Muscle Onset Latencies. Muscle onset latencies after tether release were calculated
for all recorded muscles using an algorithm to determine when all activation points of the
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normalized signal within a 25 ms time window exceeded three standard deviations of the
baseline activation within 50 ms before tether release [110]. Onset times were confirmed
through visual inspection [86].
Muscle Activations. The overall maximum activation of each muscle was
determined as the peak RMS reached during the 3 failure trials at which participants
could not recover balance with 1 step. Muscle activations during all trials were
normalized to these peak values (%MAX). Mean and maximum activations were
calculated for 2 time periods: 1) Pre-Perturbation: 0.5 s before tether release to tether
release, 2) Post-Perturbation: tether release to heel-strike. Muscle activations were
calculated for both the stepping leg and the standing leg.
Co-Contraction Index (CCI). Lower limb anticipation of the perturbation during the
0.5 s prior to tether release was evaluated using the co-contraction index (CCI) to
quantify the level of co-activation between muscles on the same segment (shank: TAMG; thigh: RF-BF) and muscles on adjacent segments on the same side of the leg
(anterior: TA-RF; posterior: MG-BF) [109]. CCI quantifies the level of co-activation
between two muscles within a given time period [111], as a composite measure of
similarities in the magnitude and timing of the activations [109, 112]. For each data point,
the high (EMGhigh) and low (EMGlow) EMG values were identified based on relative
activations of the muscles being compared. CCI was then calculated at each time point as
the ratio between muscle activation levels, weighted by the total muscle activity; these
values were then summed over the 0.5 s time period using Equation 5.1, where ‘N’ is the
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total number of data points (equal to the sampling frequency), and ‘i’ indicates each data
point [113].
2#3'()

Equation 5.1: CCI = ∑7
89: 2#3

*

+,-+*

(EMG)*4* + EMG5,65* )

Higher CCI values indicate more co-contraction of muscles and increased ‘stiffening’ of
segments [114, 115] in anticipation of the perturbation.
Cross-correlation. Cross-correlation was used to analyze the effects of lighting
condition on muscular coordination during the stepping response (tether release to heelstrike). Cross-correlation quantifies the relationship between 2 time-varying EMG signals
(x(t) and y(t)), where a positive cross-correlation coefficient (Rxy) indicates both muscles
are contracting at the same time and a negative coefficient indicates that one muscle
contracts as the other relaxes [116]. We analyzed the coordination between muscles on
the same segment (shank: TA-MG; thigh: RF-BF) and muscles on the same side of
adjacent segments (anterior: TA-RF; posterior: MG-BF). Cross-correlation produces a
function Rxy[𝜏] which indicates muscular coordination at incremental time points (𝜏)
relative to the sampling frequency (fs) during the response (Equation 5.2) [116]. We
calculated the cross-correlation coefficient at a time lag (𝜏) of zero to determine the
coordination between two muscles as they activated in real-time.

Equation 5.2: R ;< [𝜏] =
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Statistical Analysis. Paired sample t-tests were used to analyze differences in mean
and maximum muscle activations between lighting conditions (Light, Dark) in 2 time
periods (Pre-Perturbation: 0.5 s before tether release to tether release; Post-Perturbation:
tether release to heel-strike). The effects of lighting condition on muscle onset latencies,
CCI, and cross-correlation coefficients were also analyzed using paired sample t-tests.
The differences in dependent variables between lighting conditions were assessed for
normality using Shapiro-Wilk tests to meet the assumptions for paired sample t-tests.
Hotilly’s T2 test was also used to analyze the effect of lighting on all muscles (muscle
onset latencies, mean and maximum activations) and muscle pairings (CCI, crosscorrelation coefficients) at once. Pearson correlations were used to analyze the
relationship between variables that were significantly affected by lighting by assessing
the changes in each variable between Light and Dark, including correlations with
variables included in Paper 1 that were significantly affected by lighting. Statistical
analyses were performed using SPSS v. 26 (IBM Corp, SPSS Statistics, USA). Alpha
was set to 0.05 for all tests.

5.3 Results
5.3.1 Muscle Onset Latencies: Many participants activated lower limb
muscles prior to tether release, likely due to anticipation of the perturbation. Muscle onset
thresholds occurred before tether release for 3% of trials in the stepping leg TA, 8% of
trials in the standing leg TA, 26% of trials in the stepping leg MG, 24% of trials in the
standing leg MG, 0% of trials in the stepping leg RF, 3% of trials in the standing leg RF,
11% of trials in the stepping leg BF, and 5% of trials in the standing leg BF. Trials with
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negative onset latencies were excluded from statistical testing resulting in the following
sample sizes for each muscle (Stepping TA: n=18; Standing TA: n=16; Stepping MG:
n=12; Standing MG: n=11; Stepping RF: n=19; Standing RF: n=18; Stepping BF: n=16;
Standing BF: n=17).
Multivariate (T2(8,14)=1.61, p=0.95) and individual t-tests (p>0.05) did not
indicate any effects of lighting on muscle onset latencies (Figure 5.1). Onset latencies
were shortest in the BF (Step: 32(37) ms; Stand: 38(32) ms), followed by the MG (Step:
38(40) ms; Stand: 38(34) ms), TA (Step: 38(40) ms; Stand: 47(37) ms), and RF (Step:
88(30) ms; Stand: 81(34) ms). Paired sample t-test results and effect size for all variables
can be found in Appendix E.
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Figure 5.1 (A) Muscle onset latency times (ms) for tibialis anterior (TA), medial
gastrocnemius (MG), rectus femoris (RF), and biceps femoris (BF); Mean±SD. (B)
Filtered and normalized muscle activations (%MAX) during reactive stepping in single
participant (Light condition). TR: tether release; TO: toe-off; HS: heel-strike.
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5.3.2 Muscle Activations: Multivariate testing including all muscles
indicated that mean (T2(16,20)=7.23, p=0.87) and maximum (T2(16,20)=6.752, p=0.30)
muscle activations were not different between lighting conditions. Paired sample t-tests
comparing the activation of individual muscles indicated that mean activation of the TA
on the standing leg was significantly larger in Dark (41(11)%MAX) than Light
(36(11)%MAX) post-perturbation (p=0.04) (Figure 5.2). There was a significant
correlation between this change in TA activation and changes in hip flexion velocity
(r(17)=0.52, p=0.02) and trunk extension velocity (r(16)=-0.49, p=0.04) between lighting
conditions. Lighting did not have a significant effect on mean or maximum activation of
any other muscles pre- or post-perturbation (p>0.05) (Figures 5.2 and 5.3). Both pre- and
post-perturbation, the highest activations occurred in the MG (Pre-Perturbation:
44(22)%MAX; Post-Perturbation: 80(17)%MAX), followed by the BF (Pre:
31(19)%MAX; Post: 69(25)%MAX), RF (Pre: 15(7)%MAX; Post: 63(27)%MAX), and
TA (Pre: 15(14)%MAX; Post: 62(16)%MAX).
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Figure 5.2 Mean activation of the tibialis anterior (TA), medial gastrocnemius (MG),
rectus femoris (RF), and biceps femoris (BF) on the stepping and standing leg preperturbation (0.5 s before tether release to tether release) and post-perturbation (tether
release to heel-strike); Mean±SD. *significant effect of lighting (p<0.05).
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Figure 5.3 Maximum activation of the tibialis anterior (TA), medial gastrocnemius
(MG), rectus femoris (RF), and biceps femoris (BF) on the stepping and standing leg preperturbation (0.5 s before tether release to tether release) and post-perturbation (tether
release to heel-strike); Mean±SD. *significant effect of lighting (p<0.05).
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5.3.3 Co-Contraction Index: Multivariate testing indicated no effect of
lighting on all muscle pairings (T2(8,26)=3.38, p=0.66). Individual t-tests also indicated
that lighting did not affect CCI in the 0.5 s prior to tether release in the shank (Step:
263(246)%MAX; Stand: 121(109)%MAX), thigh (Step: 524(718)%MAX; Stand:
163(217)%MAX), anterior leg muscles (Step: 38(55)%MAX; Stand: 85(147)%MAX), or
posterior leg muscles (Step: 274(290)%MAX; Stand: 177(218)%MAX) (p>0.05) (Figure
5.4).

Figure 5.4 Co-Contraction Index (CCI) in the shank segment (TA-MG), thigh segment
(RF-BF), anterior muscles (TA-RF), and posterior muscles (MG-BF); Mean±SD.

5.3.4 Cross-Correlation: Multivariate testing including all muscle pairings
indicated no effect of lighting on zero-lag cross-correlation coefficients (T2(8,28)=2.90,
p=0.74). Individual t-tests indicated that cross-correlation coefficients were significantly
affected by lighting in the thigh segment (RF-BF) on the standing leg (p=0.02). Cross56

correlation coefficients were significantly higher in Light (0.17(0.32)) than Dark
(0.01(0.29)). Further examination of the data revealed that a mean correlation coefficient
close to zero in darkness resulted from 8 participants having positive correlation
coefficients between the RF and BF, and 11 participants having negative coefficients,
with a mean close to zero (Figure 5.5). Overall, most cross-correlation coefficients were
positive, indicating that participants were activating both paired muscles at the same time
during the stepping response.

Figure 5.5 Variability in zero-lag cross-correlation coefficients between shank (TA-MG),
thigh (RF-BF), anterior (TA-RF), and posterior (MG-BF) muscles on stepping and
standing leg. Each line indicates individual participant. *significant effect of lighting
(p<0.05).
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5.4 Discussion
We examined the effects of decreased ambient lighting on lower limb
neuromuscular responses to forward lean-and-release perturbations. During the dark
condition, participants demonstrated increased TA activation accompanied by increased
coordination of the thigh muscles. However, the absence of ambient lighting did not
affect muscle onset latencies, co-contraction prior to perturbation onset, or activation
amplitudes of the MG, RF, or BF. These findings suggest that although decreased visual
information may affect some muscle activation characteristics during reactive balance, it
does not affect the ability to initiate a reactive stepping mechanism or the overall goal of
recovering balance.
Absence of ambient lighting did affect muscle activation during reactive stepping
execution. Although lighting condition did not affect muscle activations prior to the
perturbation (mean and maximum activation, co-contraction), some muscle activations
later in the stepping response were different in darkness. Following the perturbation,
individuals showed increased mean activation of the standing leg TA (5% increase in
darkness). Previous studies examining neuromuscular responses with the eyes closed
have also found that individuals show increased shank muscle activation when
responding to platform translations with feet-in-place strategies [59, 117]. Sozzi et al.
reported a 3% increase in normalized mean TA activation with the eyes closed following
habituation to small support surface translations [59], and a 5% increase during perturbed
tandem stance [117]. However, these values were much smaller (4 vs. 1%MAX; 9 vs.
4%MAX, respectively) compared to the values we obtained during stepping (41 vs
36%MAX). These results suggest that individuals may overcompensate the muscular
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response necessary to recover balance without visual information, particularly by
increasing shank muscle activation on the legs that are in contact with the ground (i.e.,
part of the BOS). Individuals in our study also showed statistically lower crosscorrelation coefficients between the RF and BF in darkness. A lower coefficient in the
thigh segment potentially indicates a more coordinated activation pattern between the RF
and BF rather than an ‘all-on’ strategy. However, given the variability in these data, these
changes will require further investigation to confirm their occurrence.
Muscle onset latencies following the perturbation were not affected in dark
environments. Similar findings have been reported during postural perturbations when
the eyes are closed [59]. This suggests that perturbation detection is not delayed when
visual information is unavailable. Although vision is known to play an important role in
postural control [45], the CNS potentially relies more on the somatosensory and
vestibular systems to detect perturbations because they are faster conducting systems [22,
97]. Previous research suggests that postural responses may be initiated based on
somatosensory and vestibular cues, particularly the stretching of muscle spindles in the
feet and ankles [118-120]. While the visual system has a latency of ~200 ms, we found
muscle onset latencies to be ~30-100 ms, indicating that a neuromuscular response was
already implemented before the visual system would have been able to detect the
perturbation. Although we found relatively short onset latencies, most reported values for
reactive onset latencies in postural muscles are less than 200 ms [104, 120, 121],
indicating that postural responses are initiated prior to visual indicators of instability.
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This study was mainly limited by the predictability of the perturbation. Participants
knew they would experience a perturbation after leaning forward and could practice their
response during practice trials, leading to short or negative muscle onset latencies [103].
Additionally, the release of the tether via switch produced a clicking sound that may have
provided a cue for participants that they would be released. Real-world slips and trips are
often unexpected and novel, not allowing for any anticipation or preparation. Participants
in this study may have shown adapted muscular responses that do not accurately
represent muscle activation amplitudes that occur during initial exposure to an
unexpected perturbation. Future research should utilize methods that make perturbations
more variable and unpredictable in dark environments, such as providing mental
distractions to the participant or including unexpected catch trials without a perturbation.
Although the differences in neuromuscular responses between lighting conditions
were small, we still found that dark environments can affect reactive balance. It is notable
that young adults free of balance impairments can still be affected by conditions of
decreased ambient lighting during a relatively simple reactive strategy (e.g., anticipated
perturbation, obstacle-free environment). Losses of balance can be more challenging to
respond to in real-world environments that contain slippery/uneven surfaces, stairs,
handrails, room clutter, etc. and require specific limb trajectories to recover balance (e.g.,
stepping onto a stair). Additionally, environmental layout is not always familiar, such as
entering an environment that is already dark. Differences in neuromuscular responses
could be more pronounced during balance recovery in real-world dark environments
when perturbations are unexpected and require a more complex response, especially in
older adults or clinical populations that have sensory/balance impairments. Reduced
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ambient lighting affects balance recovery even in the most ideal conditions, and could
affect the ability to prevent a fall when reactive balance becomes more challenging.
In conclusion, the findings of this study suggest that dark environments can affect
muscle activations during reactive stepping responses to anticipated perturbations in
young adults without affecting perturbation detection. Decreased access to visual
information could have more pronounced effects when obstacles/reactive stepping
barriers are present and losses of balance are novel. Further research in this area is
necessary to understand how dark environments affect the ability to control balance in a
variety of environments and populations in order to design future environments with
lighting that minimizes fall risk.
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6 Contributions and Future Directions
6.1 Summary of Outcomes
The purpose of this thesis was to examine the effects of decreased ambient lighting
on reactive balance mechanisms that require a stepping response. I evaluated the effects
of lighting condition on reactive stepping parameters, COM control, and neuromuscular
response characteristics. This research is novel because to my knowledge, it was the first
study that has examined reactive stepping in dark environments. Although previous
research has provided valuable information about the effects of visual cue removal on
postural control and gait by closing or covering the eyes [9, 10, 15, 46, 53, 57], there is
limited knowledge about the effects of dark environments on reactive balance.
My findings suggest that environments with decreased ambient lighting do not
have a robust overall effect on reactive stepping mechanisms, but can result in some
modifications to reactive stepping and decreased COM control. Specifically, I found that
during reactive stepping in the dark ambient lighting condition, individuals responded
with greater step length, knee/hip/trunk angular velocities, standing leg TA activation,
and thigh coordination. These modifications were accompanied by decreased A-P
stability at heel-strike. Individuals showed no differences in the ability to initiate a
response or successfully recover from perturbations.

6.2 Real-World Applications
These findings are notable because I found differences between lighting conditions
during a simple reactive balance task in a young sample free of balance impairments.
Perturbation and sample characteristics provided the most ideal conditions for balance
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recovery. Reactive stepping could be anticipated, pre-planned, and completed without
having to consider any environmental constraints (e.g., stairs, room-clutter, uneven
surfaces), and individuals did not have any neurological/physical impairments that
affected their ability to detect or respond to the perturbation. Lighting conditions could
have more pronounced effects on reactive balance mechanisms when two major cases
occur in real-world scenarios: 1) When losses of balance require complex responses due
to environmental characteristics, and 2) When older individuals or clinical populations
have sensory/physical impairments that affect reactive balance or reliance on visual
information.

6.2.1 Environmental Characteristics: The testing environment in this study
was level and obstacle-free and the stepping foot could be placed essentially anywhere
(assuming that the location of the step would be appropriate to accommodate the COM).
This environment allowed us to examine the detection of instability under ideal
conditions without any confounding factors. However, this is not always the case in real
environments which may contain stairs, curbs, slippery surfaces, or obstacles on the
ground. These current findings and previous research suggest online visual information is
important to guide the stepping foot during the swing and landing phase [101, 102]. In an
environment with obstacles/stairs that limit the trajectory and placement of reactive steps,
modifications caused by a lack of visual information could lead to contact with obstacles
or inappropriate step placements that limit successful balance recovery. Additionally,
maneuvering limbs around environmental constraints could be more challenging when
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the layout of the environment is unknown, such as entering an environment which is
already dark.

6.2.2 Older and Clinical Populations: The participants in this study were
young and had no neurological/physical impairments that affected their balance. Lighting
still affected young adults, and may have more pronounced effects on individuals with
balance or sensory impairments. Older adults and clinical populations generally show
worse performance on reactive balance tasks than young or unaffected adults [88, 122124]. Older adults and individuals post-stroke are more likely than young adults to take a
multi-step response to a given perturbation [123, 125-128], often stepping laterally
towards the unsupported side following an initial step [123]. Maki and McIlroy (2006)
suggest that falls in older adults may occur more often due to problems controlling the
swing/landing phase rather than step initiation [123, 124, 129]. As discussed in section
6.2.1, step trajectory and placement location can be modified in dark environments and
limited by environmental constraints. Individuals who already have trouble taking
controlled and stable reactive steps in well-lit environments could be challenged even
more in dark environments without visual information as a guide. Additionally, some
individuals with sensory impairments from diabetes/peripheral neuropathy or stroke show
delayed postural reactions due to impaired perturbation detection [120, 122, 127].
Individuals with impaired somatosensory function or vestibular disorders may rely more
on vision for perturbation detection and show differences in response initiation in dark
environments.
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6.3 Implications for Future Research
I found that lighting can affect reactive balance and could have more dangerous
implications in complex environmental conditions or populations with sensory/balance
impairments. Dim lighting is a risk factor for falling [8], yet lighting conditions are not
included in models of reactive balance [27]. Lighting conditions should be included as an
environmental factor that affects reactive balance and future research should consider the
effects of lighting when other factors are present, such as handrails, dual-tasking, or
peripheral neuropathy (Figure 6.1).

Figure 6.1 Individual, environmental, and task factors that influence balance recovery
ability and balance loss (developed from Komisar et al. (2019) [27]).
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6.4 Implications for Lighting Standards
This study examined differences in reactive balance between a fully illuminated
and completely dark room. I found that complete darkness resulted in modified reactive
stepping mechanisms and stability. This fundamental step toward understanding the
effects of lighting conditions on reactive balance demonstrates that there is a need to
develop evidence-based fall-related lighting standards for built environments and public
spaces.
Lighting standards for public buildings and offices in the United States are about
100-300 Lux based on the purpose of the room, however lighting standards in walkways
and stairs can be as low as 11-30 Lux [63, 64, 130]. It is unknown if these are standards
are appropriate levels of light to avoid the effects of darkness on balance recovery, as no
existing research has examined reactive balance in incremental levels of light. Moving
forward, this is an important area for future research in order to determine if current
building codes recommend lighting levels for optimal balance control and minimal fall
risk.
Evidence-based lighting standards are needed because lighting conditions can
affect multiple aspects of balance recovery. Table 6.1 categorizes environmental factors
that affect balance recovery based on whether they affect the ability to avoid balance loss,
the speed of the response, accuracy of limb movements, or effectiveness of balance
recovery [27]. I have summarized how decreased lighting conditions can affect reactive
balance by adding dim lighting to this table. Environmental tripping hazards increase the
risk of balance loss [131] and may be less visible in dim lighting conditions, decreasing
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the ability to avoid balance loss. Additionally, my findings suggest that dim lighting can
affect the accuracy of lower limb movements during balance recovery. Although I
examined modifications in lower-limb responses, future research could examine if similar
effects apply to the accuracy of arm movements (e.g., reaching for a handrail). Lastly, I
suggest that dim lighting could affect the effectiveness of balance recovery. Although
individuals in this study could still produce effective balance recovery responses in the
dark condition, they had decreased A-P stability indicating a change in COM control.
Decreased COM control could increase the risk of falling, particularly in individuals with
lower stability or balance impairments. Modifications to the swing/landing phase of
stepping could also decrease balance recovery effectiveness in cases where obstacles
need to be avoided.
Table 6.1. Proposed addition of dim lighting to environmental balance recovery factors
(developed from Komisar et al. (2019) [27]).

6.5 Limitations
This study was mainly limited by the nature of the perturbation. Unlike real-world
losses of balance, the perturbations elicited in this study were predictable and repeated,
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allowing for adaptation to the perturbation that might not accurately represent reactive
responses to a novel and unexpected loss of balance. It would be beneficial for future
research to incorporate methods to make perturbations more variable (e.g., multidirectional, unexpected magnitude) and reduce anticipation in participants (e.g., catch
trials, mental distraction).
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